Guide to Gifting
A. **DUBLIN GUITAR QUARTET (IRELAND)** APRIL 10, $15
With full-bodied power and grace, the Dublin Guitar Quartet is firmly charting its place on the map of Irish voices on the global artistic stage.

B. **COMPAGNIE KÄFIG (FRANCE & BRAZIL)** FEBRUARY 26, FROM $22
A unique blend of the famed Brazilian martial arts known as capoeira with hip-hop, contemporary dance, and an eclectic sound score.

C. **THREE STORIES HIGH: THE ADVENTURES OF ALVIN SPUTNIK: DEEP SEA EXPLORER (AUSTRALIA)** JAN 29-FEB 1, FROM $15
This piece of heartwarming “theatrical magic” (*The Sunday Mail*) is a one-man micro-epic about enduring love and the end of the world.

D. **ACADEMY OF ST. MARTIN IN THE FIELDS WITH JEREMY DENK (ENGLAND)** MARCH 24, FROM $22
More than 55 years, 500 recordings, and thousands of concerts later, rarely a day of classical music radio passes without hearing the extraordinary, unparalleled work of the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields.

For the **TRAVELER** who loves to get extra passport stamps.
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #1:
ENGLISH TEA PARTY

2 TICKETS
ACADEMY OF ST. MARTIN IN THE FIELDS
with JEREMY DENK

TEA ROSE BOUQUET

BASKET OR TIN OF SCONES

VINTAGE TEA SET

CONVOS
PURDUE CONVOCATIONS
Convocations.org/GuideToGifting
#ConvosHolidayGifts
For the **ADVENTURE SEEKER**
who loves to try new things.

A. **JAYME STONE WITH THE LOMAX PROJECT** MARCH 28, FROM $19
As a culmination of our Lomax residency, musically adventurous banjoist Jayme Stone will lead his group through a vast songbook of Americana sourced from the Lomaxes’ archival work.

B. **THREE STORIES HIGH: THE CARDINALS** JANUARY 28-31, FROM $15
As remarkably elegant as it is simple, The Cardinals offers a modern meditation on belief that trades fire and brimstone for humor and humanity.

C. **COMPAGNIE KÄFIG: CORRERIA AND AGWA** FEBRUARY 26, FROM $22
A unique blend of the famed Brazilian martial arts known as Capoeira with hip-hop, contemporary dance, and an eclectic sound score.

For the ADVENTURE SEEKER who loves to try new things.
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #2: NEVERLAND ADVENTURE

2 TICKETS
PETER AND THE STARCATCHER

BOOK SERIES
HUMAN MADE: "Hook"

NEVERLAND NECKLACE
For those who say I LOVE NYC!
(and love all things Broadway and the big apple.)

A. DISNEY’S BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JAN 20, FROM $22
Based on the Academy Award®-winning animated feature film, this eye-popping spectacle has won the hearts of over 35 million people worldwide.

B. SISTER ACT FEBRUARY 27, FROM $22
Sister Act is Broadway’s feel-amazing musical comedy smash! The New York Post calls it “ridiculously fun,” and audiences are jumping to their feet in total agreement!

C. PETER AND THE STARCATCHER APRIL 9, FROM $22
The most magical evening of madcap fun, is now on tour! Hailed by the New York Times as “the most exhilarating storytelling on Broadway in decades,” this comedy takes a hilarious romp through the Neverland you never knew.
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #3:
BELLE OF THE BALL

2 TICKETS
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

MOVIE
on DVD

BELLE ROSE NECKLACE
For the
THEATRE AFICIONADO
who loves theatre festivals.

A. THREE STORIES HIGH: THE ADVENTURES OF ALVIN SPUTNIK: DEEP SEA EXPLORER JAN 29-FEB 1, FROM $15
This piece of heartwarming "theatrical magic" (THE SUNDAY MAIL) is a one-man micro-epic about enduring love and the end of the world.

B. THREE STORIES HIGH: THE CARDINALS JANUARY 28-31, FROM $15
As remarkably elegant as it is simple, The Cardinals offers a modern meditation on belief that trades fire and brimstone for humor and humanity.

C. THREE STORIES HIGH: NO PLACE TO GO JAN 29-31, FROM $15
The Obie Award-winning playwright, actor, and singer Ethan Lipton, with his fine three-piece group, has created a comedic new cabaret theatre gem that mines the anxieties of the middle-class workplace, bagel carry-ins and all.
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #4: MOVIE NIGHT

2 TICKETS SISTER ACT

Convocations.org/GuideToGifting
#ConvosHolidayGifts
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #5:
A LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY

2 TICKETS
BRAD PAISLEY

CONVOS
PURDUE CONVOCATIONS
Convocations.org/GuideToGifting
#ConvosHolidayGifts

BRAD PAISLEY
LYRICS SIGN

PAISLEY’S NEWEST ALBUM

WE’LL LOOK BACK SOMEDAY AT THIS MOMENT THAT WE’RE IN AND I’LL LOOK AT YOU AND SAY, AND I THOUGHT I LOVED YOU THEN
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #6: APRIL BRINGS AVETT BROTHERS

2 TICKETS AVETT BROTHERS

NEWEST ALBUM

AVETT BROTHERS

CONVOS PURDUE CONVOCATIONS
Convocations.org/GuideToGifting
#ConvosHolidayGifts
For the

ROMANTIC

who is always on the lookout for the
perfect date night idea.

A. ETHEL’S DOCUMERICA
   JANUARY 24, FROM $18
   ETHEL’S DOCUMERICA IS A MULTIMEDIA FEAST OF
   PANORAMIC PROJECTIONS AND NEWLY COMMISSIONED
   WORKS FROM CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN COMPOSERS
   THAT THE NEW YORK TIMES DESCRIBED AS “A STYLISTIC
   CONTINUUM FROM DVORAK TO STEVE REICH BY WAY OF
   COPLAND, WITH SIDELONG NODS TOWARD THE BLUES,
   FUNK AND RADIOHEAD.”

B. DUBLIN GUITAR QUARTET
   APRIL 10, $15
   WITH FULL-BODIED POWER AND GRACE, THE DUBLIN
   GUITAR QUARTET IS FIRMLY CHARTING ITS PLACE ON
   THE MAP OF IRISH VOICES ON THE GLOBAL ARTISTIC
   STAGE.

C. TRIO VOCE
   FEBRUARY 12, FROM $18
   INDIVIDUALLY, PIANIST PATRICIA TAO, VIOLINIST
   JASMINE LIN, AND CELLIST MARINA HOOVER HAVE
   GRACED STAGES AT CARNEGIE HALL, LINCOLN CENTER,
   AND KENNEDY CENTER, SOLDED WITH PREMIER
   ORCHESTRAS WORLDWIDE, AND FOUNDED GRAMMY®-
   NOMINATED ENSEMBLES. BUT THESE SEASONED
   AND ACCLAIMED ARTISTS FOUND AN UNPARALLELED
   ARTISTIC VOICE WHEN THEY BEGAN SPEAKING AS ONE
   IN TRIO VOCE.

D. ACADEMY OF ST. MARTIN IN THE FIELDS WITH JEREMY DENK
   MARCH 24, FROM $22
   MORE THAN 55 YEARS, 500 RECORDINGS, AND
   THOUSANDS OF CONCERTS LATER, RARELY A DAY OF
   CLASSICAL MUSIC RADIO PASSES WITHOUT HEARING
   THE EXTRAORDINARY, UNPARALLELED WORK OF THE
   ACADEMY OF ST. MARTIN IN THE FIELDS.
CONVOCATIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #7:

TWIST AND SHOUT

2 TICKETS
BALLROOM WITH A TWIST

DANCE LESSONS

VOICE LESSONS

CONVOS
PURDUE CONVOCATIONS
Convocations.org/GuideToGifting
#ConvosHolidayGifts
For the
FAMILY
who deserves a night out
for some together time!

A. DISNEY’S BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JAN 20, FROM $22
Based on the Academy Award®-Winning Animated Feature Film, this eye-popping spectacle has won the hearts of over 35 million people worldwide.

B. PETER AND THE STARCATCHER APRIL 9, FROM $22
The most magical evening of madcap fun, is now on tour! Hailed by The New York Times as “the most exhilarating storytelling on Broadway in decades,” this comedy takes a hilarious romp through the Neverland you never knew.

C. THE UGLY DUCKLING & THE TORTOISE AND THE HARE FEBRUARY 24, FROM $10
Corbian/Lightwire Theater brings new life to a pair of classic tales. Lined with electroluminescent wire, these well-known characters continue the Corbian tradition as they beautifully illuminate the stage and dazzle audiences of all ages.

D. POPOVICH COMEDY PET THEATER FEBRUARY 8, FROM $12
The world famous Popovich Comedy Pet Theater is a family-oriented blend of Gregory Popovich’s unique comedy, European-style clowns, and the extraordinary talents of his performing pets.
CONVOCACTIONS THEME GIFT IDEA #8: FAMILY FUN

2 TICKETS
THE UGLY DUCKLING & THE TORTOISE AND THE HARE

Convocations.org/GuideToGifting
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CONVOS
PURDUE CONVOCATIONS